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Fig. 2. Plan, showing truss and bay numbering.

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
SUMMARY AND HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

PHASE 1: The Gables is a four bayed building aligned north/south on the west side of Church Street. It
is of stone and thatch and is multi-phased. The earliest phase comprises bays I and II, although bay II
was later rebuilt. Truss T1 was the open truss of a two bayed hall. A late fourteenth to early fifteenth
century date for this phase might be suggested.

PHASE 2: Probably in the sixteenth century, bay II and the rest of the original house was reconstructed,
leaving the hall truss (T1) in situ. This transformed the house into a four-bayed unit with a fireplace
serving bay II adjacent to T2, and a similar arrangement next to T3. A number of the cruck blades were
re-used. Then or later, a projecting gable end was constructed on the east side of bay I.

STRUCTURAL FEATURES

PHASE 1: All that survives of this phase is truss T1. The cruck blades are heart-sawn, about 7½in thick
and 12in wide at the bottom, tapering to 8in at the top. They are joined by a saddle (type ‘C’ apex)
which, unusually, is built up of three pieces of timber pegged vertically together. This supports a square-
set ridge measuring 7in square. A collar is trenched into the southern face of the crucks, and the top of
the blades are trenched about 12in above the collar for purlins, although again the present purlins belong
to Phase 2. Evidence for a tiebeam exists in an empty haunched half-dovetail trench lower down, and
below that are cruck spurs supporting the wall plates. The inside edge of the cruck blades as well as the
saddle is chamfered with a 1½in flat. There is no evidence for arch braces or wind braces. The truss has
some soot blackening on both sides, including the purlins and ridge. No assembly marks were evident,
although some scribed marks from the centre point on the saddle were noted on the southern face.

PHASE 2: Cruck trusses 2 and 3 are of slender scantling about 6-7in square, mostly using boxed heart
timbers. They both have type ‘D’ apexes which support a square-set ridge. One cruck blade of T2 is a re-
used cruck with three unused halvings. This truss has a collar tenoned into the blades, and the blades
terminate by being tenoned into the top of a tiebeam. It was not possible to see if the same arrangement
was present at T3. There is no smoke blackening on either of the two trusses, although the ridge is, sugg-
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Fig. 3. Section of truss T1.

esting that it might belong to the first phase. The purlins measure 5½ x 8in and are pegged onto the backs
of the crucks; at T1 they are slightly above the trenches for original purlins. A downbrace from the top of
the rear cruck blade of T1 to the purlin must also be part of the reconstruction.

Later features include reed lathed plaster partitions, reed and lime ash floors, and reed lining under
the thatch instead of laths or battens.
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DENDROCHRONOLOGY
For dendrochronology abbreviations see Appendix III.

Sampling Comments: Eight samples were obtained through coring by Robert Howard of the Nottingham
University Tree-Ring Dating Laboratory on 16 June 1989. The two blades of T1 (samples 1 and 2)
matched together with t = 7, and as these visually were clearly from the same tree, they were combined
to form a sequence of 55 rings. However, this could not be firmly matched against master chronologies.

TREE-RING SAMPLE RECORD AND SUMMARY OF DATING

Sample Total Sapwood FMR LHR LMR Date
Code Sample Location Rings Rings Date Date Date Cat
BIL-A01 Front cruck blade truss T1 42 17 — — — —
BIL-A02 Rear cruck blade truss T1 54 20 — — — —
BIL-A03 Saddle truss T1 25 NM — — — — —
BIL-A04 Collar truss T1 NM — — — — —
BIL-A05 Ridge piece bay II 101 18 — — — —
BIL-A06 Front purlin bay II 41 — — — — —
BIL-A07 Rear purlin bay II NM — — — — —
BIL-A08 Rear cruck blade truss T3 78 14 — — — —

Not dated


